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The jury has
The college football playoff field is set
spoken in the Kyle
Mason Urban
Rittenhouse trial

Cincinnati gets in with Alabama jumping Georgia for the number one spot
Staff Writer

What happened, how it ended and what
I think

Kilee Blume
Staff Writer

The Kyle Rittenhouse
trial
had
gained
national attention and
I was curious who
he was, what really
happened and how
the case ended. Kyle
Rittenhouse ended up
being not guilty for
killing two and hurting
one during the protests
in Kenosha, Wisc.
Rittenhouse is a
white, 18 year-old
male from Antioch,
Ill. Rittenhouse is a
supporter of police
officers and of Blue
Lives Matter. Along
with this, Kyle served
as a cadet in a program
for aspiring young
police officers, says
The New York Times.
While Kyle was
following the news,
he was drawn to what
was happening in
Kenosha, as The New
York Times describes
it, an industrial hub of
around 100,000 people
on the western shore of
Lake Michigan. Kyle
had ties to Kenosha
as he was a lifeguard
in Kenosha county
during
previous
summers, as well as
his father living in the
city.
As the news was
talking about Kenosha
around Aug. 23, 2020,
Rittenhouse
was
angered by the protests
and looting that was
happening in the city
after a shooting. This
shooting involved a
Kenosha police officer,
Rusten Sheshkey, a
white male and Jacob
Blake, a black male.
According
to
New York Times,
officers had arrived
at an apartment in
response to a domestic
complaint and tried

to arrest Blake who
was holding a knife
and attempting to
climb into an SUV.
This is when Officer
Rusten Sheshkey shot
the male in the back
seven times. And then
came the protests and
looting.
Rittenhouse
then
joined a Facebook
group and vowed
to protect the city
of Kenosha and to
assist the police and
the National Guard.
By the third night
of looting, Kyle was
there in an attempt to
protect Kenosha, its
businesses and the
people of Kenosha.
The
New York
Times stated that
Rittenhouse, in an
interview with The
Daily Caller said,
“Part of my job is also
to protect people. If
someone is hurt, I’m
running in harm’s
way. That’s why I
have my rifle. I’ve
got to protect myself
obviously. But I also
have my med kit.”
Wisconsin is an
open-carry state, but
this does not include
minors, one of whom
was Rittenhouse.
The New York Times
says, “Mr. Rittenhouse
was
offering
medical
assistance
to protestors, before
midnight he was
chased by Joseph
Rosenbaum
into
a parking lot of a
car dealership. A
man nearby fired a
handgun into the air,
as Rittenhouse turned
in the direction of
the gunfire, just as
Rosenbaum
lunged
at him. This is when
Rittenhouse
fired
four times and shot
Rosenbaum
Continued on Page #

The final rankings of
the College Football
Playoff have been
revealed
and
the
matchups are set.
While there was some
movement inside the
top four, the teams that
were inside the top four
last week are still in the
top four this week.
The
Semi-final
matchups will be topranked Alabama going
up against fourthranked
Cincinnati
in the Cotton Bowl.
While second-ranked
Michigan will take on
third-ranked Georgia in
the Orange Bowl.
Alabama
finds
themselves
in
a
familiar
position,
finishing the season as
the top ranked team in

the nation. However,
the Tide can feel a little
lucky as they were just
as close to being out of
the Playoff entirely.
A four-overtime win
over Auburn kept them
alive, but they left no
doubt to the committee
after a 41-24 drubbing
over then number one
Georgia in the SEC
Championship game.

The Tide pretty much
dominated that game
from start to finish and
it isn’t surprising that
they jumped Michigan
for that number one
spot.
Cincinnati
comes
into the Playoff as the
only undefeated team
in college football.
However, their spot
never seemed secure

and were always going
to need some help to
get into the Playoff.
The Bearcats locked
in their Playoff spot
after a 35-20 win over
Houston in the AAC
Championship Game.
They also got some
help from
Continued on Page
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Everything you need to know about the cottagecore scene
Haley Grisham
Contributing Writer

Cottagecore;
you
may have seen it on
TikTok or Instagram
this past year. Maybe
you haven’t seen it
yet. That’s okay. I’m
here to tell you the
basics and how to
incorporate it into your
life. Cottagecore is
based around returning
to nature; simplified
color palettes, using
eco-friendly options,
making your own bread
and overall, embracing
a certain simplicity in
life.
To
begin
with,
cottagecore started as
a reaction to capitalism
but has continued to
show an interest in
general
wellbeing
and
sustainability.
Some
people
say
cottagecore
started
to emerge as early
as 2017, but it fully
made its appearance
into the world in 2020

at the start of the
pandemic. Since then,
the aesthetic and way
of life has only grown
in popularity. There are
entire clothing stores
online dedicated to
the look and The New
York Times even wrote
an article about it.
Now, if cottagecore
sounds like something
you’re
interested
in, you might be
wondering how exactly
to start. It’s a big task
but I’m here to make
that easier. Get a plant
or two, especially
something that has a
use. Maybe some herbs
that you use a lot in the
kitchen, or peppermint
to ward away spiders.
Even if you don’t have
use for a plant, it’s still
a good addition to the
whole look. You can
learn to make a few
dishes from scratch.
Try your hand at
sewing or crocheting.
If you’re looking for
a wardrobe change, it’s

easier than expected
to start small. If you
have long hair, put it
into a simple French
braid or tie it back
with a pretty ribbon.
Simplicity is a large
part of cottagecore,
so wear muted colors
or cozy sweaters that
make you want to just
curl up with a book and
a cup of hot cocoa.
The most important

aspect when embracing
cottagecore is to make it
your own. Cottagecore
is about making your
own place in the world
and becoming selfsufficient and confident
with yourself, not
fitting into a mold.
Nature doesn’t fit
into a box; it makes
its own. That is what
cottagecore strives to
do.
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Lawsuit puts a pause on vaccine mandate

NDSU staff vaccination mandate currently on hold due to lawsuit against Biden’s executive order
Courtney Entzi The vaccine mandate required a vaccination located on NDSU’s awarded an exemption. either two shots

Staff Writer
President Joe Biden
released an executive
order
mandating
vaccinations
for
federal
contractors
making NDSU subject
to this mandate. The
mandate
requires
federal
contractors
to comply with the
vaccinations as well
as other COVID-19
safety protocols, which
means NDSU staff will
need to be vaccinated.

is currently on hold
due to legal action but
NDSU has formed a
protocol regarding the
employee vaccination.
Originally NDSU had
hoped to only require
vaccination for a small
number of staff but that
has not been able to go
through and they are
now requiring all staff
to be vaccinated.
“Earlier this month,
I indicated that the
federal government had

mandate that will be
tied to a large number
of NDSU’s federal
contracts. This put
NDSU into the position
of losing tens of
millions of dollars and
many jobs if it did not
impose a vaccination
mandate
on
its
employees,”
Dean
Bresciani said. “At that
time, we only required
a small number of
employees who work
in federal buildings

campus to comply
with the mandate, and
we indicated that we
were going to wait on
expanding the mandate
to see if either the
federal
government
would modify it or if
the courts would block
it. Neither of these
events have happened.”
Staff have until Jan.
4 under the mandate,
which is now on hold, to
reach vaccination status
unless they have been

Medical and religious
exemptions are allowed
but will require staff to
meet other criteria such
as weekly testing.
“As a result, with
this email, NDSU
is
implementing
the
second
phase
of complying with
the federal mandate
and notifying all its
employees that they
must have received
their full series of
vaccinations
(i.e.,

of
Pfizer/Moderna
or
one shot of J&J) and
provide proof to NDSU
or have received an
exemption on or before
Jan. 4,” Bresciani
said.
“Under
the
federal rules, there are
only two permissible
exemptions involving
religious or medical
concerns. Employees
receiving an exemption
will be required to...
Continued on Page #
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Lawsuit puts a pause on vaccine mandate
Continued from Front Page
maintain
other
mitigation
efforts
including mandatory
weekly
testing,
masking and social
distancing.”
Part and full time
staff are required to
vaccinate under the
mandate with the
exception of those
working 100% off
campus who do not plan
on returning to campus.
This
vaccination
requirement included
students who work on
campus.
NDSU has said after
the Jan. 4 mark they
will update masking
protocols as well to fit
within the executive
order if it stays in
place. Students who
work for the university
are
required
to
vaccinate which comes

with the news of the
university continuing
the
vaccination
incentive program for
all students.

“Earlier this month,
I indicated that the
federal government
had required a
vaccination mandate
that will be tied
to a large number
of NDSU’s federal
contracts. This put
NDSU into the position
of losing tens of
millions of dollars and
many jobs if it did not
impose a vaccination
mandate on its
employees,” Dean
Bresciani said.

“At that time, we
only required a small
number of employees
who work in federal
buildings
located
on NDSU’s campus
to comply with the
mandate,
and
we
indicated
that
we
were going to wait on
expanding the mandate
to see if either the
federal
government
would modify it or if
the courts would block
it. Neither of these
events have happened.”
“Please
remember
that this only applies
to students if they also
work at NDSU, not
all students. The good
news is that if you have
already
participated
in the student vaccine
incentive
program,
there
is
nothing
further you need to

do,” Bresciani said.
“We already have the
information that we
need. I am also pleased
to announce that, in
order to help those
student-workers that
need to get vaccinated
and to encourage all
other students to get
vaccinated,
NDSU
is
re-opening
the
vaccination incentive
program for students
until Jan. 4.”
For those wondering
why NDSU is required
to vaccinate under this
order, according to
NDSU, the university
currently has around
$147 million in annual
awards for federal
contracts,
grants,
appropriations
and
student loans. The
university says they
believe around $33

million of these funds
to be applicable to the
executive order. There
are also a few federal
buildings located on
NDSU land which also
fall under the order.
The Dean addressed
a timeline for those
required
to
be
vaccinated,
which
again is those who do
not have an approved
exemption.
“If you are not fully
vaccinated and cannot
seek an exemption,
you should start the
vaccination
process
as soon as possible.
We implemented this
mandate now to give
the employees more
than enough time to
have a choice regarding
vaccinations,”
Bresciani said. “The
vaccinations
that

require two shots have
a minimum waiting
period between shots
(four
weeks
for
Moderna and three
weeks for Pfizer),
whereas J&J requires
only one shot for full
vaccination status. This
means that if you want
a Moderna vaccination,
you should get your
first shot no later than
Dec. 7, and if you
would like Pfizer, your
first shot should be no
later than Dec. 14.”
Again the mandate
is currently on hold
while waiting for
the outcome of legal
action.
For
more
information on the
staff mandate visit the
NDSU website under
vaccine information.

Recycling isn’t limited to paper and plastic, clothing
waste becoming an increasing problem

‘Throwaway’ culture is becoming more of a problem as fast fashion companies
continue selling cheap, inexpensive clothing
Anne Kesler

Head News Editor
New Years is less
than a month away and
picking out that perfect
party outfit is next up on
the to-do list. Most will
head to Shein, Forever
21 or H&M for a cheap
find, but isn’t there
a better alternative
to buying from these
fast fashion industries
who contribute to the
overgrowing clothing
waste?
CBS news revealed
there has been a fivefold increase in the
amount of clothing
Americans buy over the
last three decades. On
average,
researchers
reported each item is
worn only an average
of seven times.
Americans
throw
away about 80 pounds
of clothes every year
with only 13.6% of
clothes and shoes
actually being recycled.
Globally,
12%
of
the material used for
clothing ends up being
recycled.
Paper, glass and
plastic bottles have
recycling rates of
66%, 27% and 29%
respectively in the
U.S. according to
BBC. When being
concerned with the
recycling of plastics, it
might be a good idea to
consider recycling or
repurposing unwanted
clothes as well.
Jaeha Lee, a NDSU
Professor and Apparel,
Retail Merchandising
and Design Program
Coordinator,
says
fast fashion created
the
“throwaway”

culture.
Consumers
are purchasing more
impulsively from fast
fashion brands because
they are trendy and
cheap.
“Since the garments
are
inexpensive
and poorly made,
consumers
discard
them after a few
wears,” Lee said.
“This culture made
a huge contribution
to increasing textile
wastes, which are
already a significant
portion of landfills.
Fast fashion brands
are unlikely to pay
fair wages to their
factory workers who
are mostly located
overseas to keep their
prices lower. They also
force their workers
to work overtime for
quick turnover.”
Business of Fashion
released a report on
Shein’s violation of
labor laws on Nov. 12,
2021. In Guangzhou,
Shein’s headquarters,
they
found
some
manufacturers
in
informal factories set up
in residential buildings
where windows had
been barred with no
emergency exists in
sight; conditions that
violate Chinese labor
laws.
Workers
told
researchers they sewed
for 12 hours a day,
working 75 hours a
week and only received
one day off a month. At
a Shein packing facility
in Foshan, workers
also said they worked
12 to 14-hour days and
up to 28 days a month.
According to Chinese
labor laws, workweeks

cannot exceed 40
hours, and overtime
cannot exceed 36 hours
per month.
With a strong social
media
presence,
Shein’s target audience
is women aged between
16 and 35. The brand
also caters to men and
children.
“Fast fashion is
designed to target
young
consumers
who want trendy and
inexpensive clothing,”
Lee said. “These are
easily adopted by
college students who
have limited financial
resources and want to
be fashion-forward.”
So, what is a better
alternative to buying
from these fast fashion
industries? The saying
“quality over quantity”
speaks truth when it
comes to purchasing
clothes.
Consumers should
consider buying from
retailers
who
sell
high-quality clothing
so they can wear it
longer. You can buy
one quality t-shirt that
lasts for years instead
of 10 t-shirts that last
only for a few months.
These retailers can
pay fair wages to their
workers since quality
is more important than
price. Some retailers
provide
customers
with repair services to
encourage them to use
their products longer.
Patagonia is a great
example as they are
transparent about where
and how their garments
are made. To check out
this information, visit
check out https://www.
patagonia.com/where-

we-do-business/.
Several years ago,
Patagonia put a Black
Friday ad in The New
York Times that said
“Don’t Buy this Shirt”
to call attention to the
overconsumption
of
clothing garments. It
is their hope that this
headline will prompt
as many people as
possible to read the
full ad, then go to
their website to take
the Common Threads
Initiative pledge.
Although
some
companies
may
seem to follow in the
footsteps of Patagonia,
they might actually be
using a marketing trick
called greenwashing;
making
consumers
believe
that
their
companies
are
sustainable.
Lee says fast fashion
brands are using this
marketing trick by
launching ‘’organic”
and “environmentallyfriendly” product lines
and heavily focusing
on these products in
marketing. However,
as long as they produce
disposable garments
that create textile
wastes, they cannot be
considered sustainable
companies.
In
2019,
H&M
launched its own line
of “green” clothing
titled
“Conscious.”
The company claims
to use “organic” cotton
and recycled polyester.
However,
this
is
merely an example
of the greenwashing
marketing
tactic
used
to
make
themselves
appear
more environmentally
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friendly
clothes to Elendu
The Federal Trade Textile LLC, a textile
Commission provides and fabric recycling
loose
guidelines company.
for
greenwashing.
The
company
According to the Daily partners with clothing
Orange, there is not a brands, retailers and
single legal definition other recyclers to
for
marketing- advance the awareness
friendly words such as of the growing need to
“sustainable,” “green” recycle textiles and to
or “environmentally- encourage and support
friendly”
meaning a culture that practices
companies are legally reuse.
able to get away with
To do this, they
misrepresentation.
created a program
With little help from called “Green By
the FTC, people can Pound”. The program
help to combat fast encourages everyone
fashion in various to bring in their used/
ways.
unwanted textiles in
Shopping
from exchange for money.
sustainable and ethical
“We weigh your
fashion brands, buying textiles and pay for
clothes less often, them by the pound. We
buying higher quality then sort and bale these
clothes, donating and textiles and export them
selling used clothing, overseas for reuse,”
buying
second-hand Elendu Textile LLC
clothing and recycling wrote on their website.
and
repurposing
For more information,
garments are some visit the companies
ways to help better the website at https://www.
environment.
elendutextile.com/.
In Fargo, residents
can take their unwanted
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Omicron variant causes travel bans

The omicron variant forces travel restrictions during the holiday season
Alissa Knudson

Co-News Editor
As cases of the
Omicron varient are
arising in various parts
of the United States,
travel restrictions are
beginning to increase.
Since the discovery
of the Omicron virus
in South Africa, travel
has once again been
limited. Since these
restrictions, countries
are speculating about
discriminatory actions
being taken against
them.
As of Dec. 6, 17 states
had confirmed cases
of the Omicron virus
in the United States.
The first of these cases
appeared in California
after a traveler returned
from South Africa on
Nov. 22. Since then, the
United States has been
enforcing travel bans
to prevent the spread
of the new Omicron
variant.
According to the
Bismarck
Tribune,
North Dakota health
officials are testing
for this new variant.
They “are urging North
Dakota residents to get
the COVID-19 vaccine
or a booster shot before
the Omicron variant
arrives in the state.”
Since
it
was
discovered in South
Africa, numbers have
been rising in that area.
According to CNN,
“there were at least

6,381 confirmed cases
out of 24,159 tests
conducted in the past
24 hours, representing
a positivity rate of
26.4% and the highest
percentage of positive
cases of the Omicron
variant.”
Although
certified
data will not be
available for weeks,
“early reports from
South Africa seem to
indicate the Omicron
variant of coronavirus is
much more contagious
than previous variants
while causing milder
disease,” according to
USA Today. More cases
have been reported;
however, there has
not been an increase
in deaths or cases
requiring oxygen.
According to USA
Today, “Omicron had
more than 50 mutations
and appears to be far
more contagious than
the delta variant.”
The new Omicron
variant has forced
national borders to
close, or enforce strict,
preventative protocols.
With the holidays
coming up, vacation and
travel plans may need to
be rearranged to align
with these protocols.
According to NPR,
“the discovery of the
Omicron variant of the
coronavirus in at least
a third of U.S. states
is raising questions
about whether it will

be safe to travel for the
upcoming
holidays,
with Christmas now
less than three weeks
away.”
The United States
travel policies have
been
adjusted
to
international
travel.
The White House first
acted through the travel
ban against foreign
nationals who have
been to eight African
countries,
including
South Africa, which
had shown evidence of
the Omicron variant.
This ban did not
apply to United States
citizens. This ban may
be lifted; however,
“the White House has
defended its decision

to restrict travel, saying
more information is
needed about the variant
before the U.S. drops
its ban,” according to
the Hill.
Biden furthered the
restrictions, requiring
all
international
travelers to show proof
of a negative COVID-19
test on the day prior to
boarding a flight. The
Biden administration
is also extending the
mask covering policy
on public transportation
including: buses, trains,
and planes, through
Mar. 18. This policy
was originally set to
end in mid-January.
The UK has been
criticized for their

restrictions and been
accused
of
being
discriminatory in their
travel bans, after they
announced that those
traveling from Nigeria
will need to quarantine
in a hotel for 10 days,
paid for at their own
expense.
The UK restricted
travel from Nigeria
due to large amounts
of cases in the country;
however, the Centre
for Disease Control in
Nigeria stated it only
detected three cases of
Omicron, all of which
were recent travelers
from South Africa.
According to the
BBC, “Dozens of
countries have imposed

restrictions on travel
from southern Africa,
and Canada and Hong
Kong have included
Nigeria on their lists.
South Korea has also
detected the Omicron
variant
in
fully
vaccinated
travelers
arriving from Nigeria.”
The World Health
Organization (WHO)
released a statement
concluding that “it
is expected that the
Omicron variant will
be detected in an
increasing number of
countries as national
authorities step up
their surveillance and
sequencing activities.”
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My time at NDSU: My final article

After an all-too-quick 3.5 years, my time at NDSU and The Spectrum has come to a close
Grant Ayers
Variety Editor

As the Lead Variety
Editor
for
The
Spectrum, it only
feels right to stick
within the vein of arts
and
entertainment
to open this article.
As comedian Kevin
Hart once said, “Life
is a story. It’s full of
chapters. And the
beauty of life is that
not only do you get
to choose how you
interpret each chapter,
but your interpretation
writes
the
next
chapter”.
As a young 18-yearold fresh out of high
school from a small
town outside of the
Twin Cities, leaving
the metro area for
Fargo was a big
change. Entering a new
environment was both
terrifying and exciting,
as I only knew two

other people in the area
beforehand.
I originally chose
NDSU for their stellar
architecture program,
as that was the oneand-only career and
goal in life that I had
at the time. However,
after a few weeks into
my sophomore year of
the program, I faced a
crippling identity crisis
with my future goals
and had to develop a
fresh perspective of
my future and what it
holds.
Abandoning
the
idea of becoming an
architect, I looked
inward and thought of
my skills and passions.
With
my
greatest
interest and passion
being all-things-music
and being naturally
skilled at writing, I
decided to combine the
two and pursue music
journalism.
Knowing that I had

to do a soft reset on
my career experience
and portfolio, I quickly
became interested in
joining The Spectrum
to build experience.
Using The Spectrum
as an outlet to express
my musical passion
and build a strong
portfolio was one of the
best decisions I made
here academically. I
strongly emphasize that
if anyone is interested
in having writing
experience and wants
to write about their
passions, a college
newspaper is one of the
few times in your life
that you’ll have true
creative freedom.
Despite coming to
NDSU solely for a
degree in architecture,
I can’t help but
recommend this school
to anyone that is
considering attending.
Yes, it may have its
downfalls here and

there. However, it’s a
place that I’ve become
proud to call my home.
From
the
staff
and campus to the
Downtown scene and
Fargo itself, along
with the friends and
memories I’ve made
over the last three
and a half years, it all
made my time up here
unforgettable and more
than worth it.
I knew that I would
meet a lot of people
over the next few years.
Some of which would
stay in my life for only
a short period of time,
with others becoming
lifelong friends that I
look forward to seeing
years from now.
Interestingly enough,
each year has come
across as different
seasons of one of the
best television shows I
could have ever written.
With people exiting
and entering my close

circle as every school
year goes on, I couldn’t
help but take stock of
the positive people in
my life around me.
Dan, Alex, Erica,
Laura, Josie, Chandler,
Kylie, Sawyer, Derek,
Avery, Joe, Cal, Hope,
Lauren, Litzy, Kendra,
Kelsey, Megan, Lyv,
Eric, Andie, Alyssa,
Sophie, 401 and quite
literally hundreds of
others. To be honest,
this article would be
pages long if I listed all
of you, but you know
who you are.
You have made an
impact on my life that
you will never be able
to fully comprehend.
If you’re reading this,
know that I’m beyond
grateful to have met
you and cannot thank
you all enough for the
countless
memories
that we’ve made in the
best chapter of my life
to date.

Our lives may be
comprised of chapters,
with this one being
drawn to a close.
While I can’t help but
get sentimental and
emotional over the
ending of this one, I
have to remind myself
that there are even
better chapters ahead
of me in my lifetime.
My time at NDSU has
been the most pivotal
moment in my life to
date. Leaving my home
state for the first time
in my life to attend
this school was one
of the best decisions I
have ever made. I’ve
experienced moments
ranging from euphoria
to heartbreak to glee.
Looking back, it was
all worth it. Truly, I
wouldn’t have changed
a single second of it.
Thank you so much
— Grant Ayers

deadlines to keep an
eye out for. Some
projects may be due
during dead week or
days before students
will present them.
Prioritizing
which
projects you work on
in the order of when
they’re due may be in
your best interest.
Just because one
“sounds easier” than
the rest, but is due
the soonest, doesn’t
necessarily mean you
should work on the
other ones first. Those
easy projects may turn
out to be much harder
than you’d expect and
cramming them until
the last minute is the
worst thing you can do
for high-point projects
in your courses.
Prioritize yourself
While you may be
stressed out about
different classes having
various expectations
and requirements, it’s
still crucial to take
time for yourself and
preserve your mental
health. Striving for

eight hours of sleep
every night, getting a
workout in and simply
relaxing are some of
the best things you can
do during these hard
times.
Taking
time
for
yourself and away
from the textbook
is arguably just as
important as studying
and preparing, as you
don’t want to overdo it
and burn yourself out
before you make it to
the finish line.
Study, study, study!
Public
speaking
presentations and long
papers may stress
students out the most,
but that doesn’t mean
that they should forget
about studying for the
exams in other courses.
Waiting to study until
the night before has
never proven to be
effective and it can
dramatically drop final
scores if studying didn’t
start days or weeks
beforehand. Retaining
that information will
keep a student from

getting test anxiety
once they enter the
classroom.
While things may
have been easier over
Zoom as professors
encouraged open-note,
open-book
exams,
that’s not as common
now that we’re back
in the classroom. It’s
important to spread
your time wisely and
prepare for all possible
finals that you’ll have,
rather than solely
focusing on one or two.
Go in confident!
After all this time
preparing, there’s no
point in getting in
your own head and
worrying about the
outcome.
You’ve
studied the books,
practiced presentations
and gotten as ready
as you can for the
home stretch. There’s
no turning back now!
Remind yourself that
you’ve done as much as
you can, and whatever
is going to happen, will
happen. At this point,
keeping your head up

and giving it all you’ve
got with full confidence
will keep you in the
right mindset to ace
those finals.
You’ve got this
Following some, if
not all of these steps can
keep your mind sharp
and ready to impress
your
professors.
If you slacked or
skated by in some
classes
throughout
the semester, now is
the time to make up
for such and boost
those grades. If you’ve
been on top of all the
coursework given to
you, now is the time to
fly through the finish
line with flying colors.
Regardless,
going
into the final weeks
with a positive mindset
and staying prepared
make
a
world’s
difference to those
finishing grades. Best
of luck to all NDSU
students on their finals!

Tips
for
Dead
and
Finals
Week
The dreaded final weeks of the semester may seem scary, but they’re anything but
when prepared
Grant Ayers
Variety Editor

Many
NDSU
students, particularly
freshmen, might be
worried about the
daunting,
nervewracking final weeks
of their fall semester.
Whether it be hard
classes or a large course
load that’s stressing
you out, there are
plenty of reasons to fear
dead week and finals.
However,
following
some of these steps can
keep you feel confident
and ready to take on the
challenge of finishing
out those hard courses.
What stresses you
out?
Whether it be public
speaking, large papers
or group projects, it’s
important to know
what’s required in each
of your courses for
their final assignments.
It’s arguably even
more important to
know which of these
stresses you out the
most. If you’re slightly

nervous about giving
presentations in front
of the entire class,
that would be one
of the top priorities
for preparation and
practice beforehand.
Taking the time and
focusing attention on
the final formats that
scare you the most will
prepare you more than
you can imagine. Rather
than running away
from those fears, it’s
best to take them headon with enthusiasm.
As sad as it is to hear,
there isn’t any option
to change the format of
your final, and you’ll
have to present or work
in a group regardless
of what you prefer.
Getting in the right
headspace beforehand
through practice will
make you much more
confident when the
time comes.
Pay attention to
deadlines
Many final exams
may take place during
finals week, but there
are plenty of other
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The Stack-Up: ‘The Big Sleep’
Patrick Ulmer
Staff Writer

How does the film
stack up to the novel?
The other day I was
watching the classic
TV show “24” in which
Kiefer
Sutherland
raced against time to
prevent the outbreak
of a pandemic called
(checks notes) the
“Cordilla Virus”; well,
good thing it’s only
fiction. I’m not certain
whether that plot aged
like Kemps or Pinot
Noir. Speaking of Noir,
let’s look into that
genre of crime fiction
determined by cynicism
and moral ambiguity.
Raymond Chandler’s
1939 novel, “The Big
Sleep” delivers on all
fronts.
The book
Private
Detective
Philip
Marlowe
is
employed
by
the
decrepit
and
slowly-dying
General
Sternwood
to
investigate
a
suspected blackmailer.
The
plot
thickens
when
Marlowe’s
investigation
brings
him to a hidden room
with one of Sternwood’s
daughters drugged and
in her birthday suit with
a dead man at her feet
(wholesome material
I read, wholesome).
Marlowe
is
then
dragged into a dark web
of moral degradation,
blackmail,
scandal
and murder. (AKA,

Spectrum’s
opinion
section in a nutshell).
The
cynical
narration
of
its
unheroic
protagonist
is impeccable with
statements
sounding
silly out of context
but intellectual within.
Personal predilections
include, “It’s so hard
for women… to find
out their bodies are not
irresistible,” and my
personal favorite, “You
can have a hangover
from other things than
alcohol. I had one from
women. Women made
me sick.” Believe me, I
could go on.
The
story
is
convoluted. That’s not
exactly a bad thing in
this case, as it invites
you to reread it, which
I gladly do. I was so
confused with the
murder subplot I had
to Google: “Who killed
Geiger in ‘The Big
Sleep’?” It was much
consolation to find out
the cast and crew of
the 1946 film also were
confused on that issue.
This is a product
of its time with
timeless
messages
throughout; In a selfish
society, innocents and
moralists suffer only
to be acknowledged/
mourned by nobody.
This is a cautionary
tale of life itself; the
tragedy of the hero
being an unknown one,
as Marlowe surmises at
the end, “You just slept
the big sleep, not caring

about the nastiness of
how you died or where
you fell. Me, I was part
of the nastiness now.”
Review: 4.5/5
The film
The film was written
by fellow novelist
William Faulkner and
pre-“Empire
Strikes
Back”
screenwriter
Leigh Brackett. Their
adaption of this story
brings about a true
classic.
The
film
changes side character
Eddie Mars into the
main
antagonist,
(who is super-polite,
asking for Marlowe’s
permission to hold him
at gunpoint before doing
so), as well as making
a romantic subplot
involving Marlowe star
Humphrey Bogart with
the older Sternwood
daughter Vivian, played
by Bogart’s wife Lauren
Bacall. The climax is
completely different,
making
the
film’s
Marlowe become a
savage avenger instead
of just solving the case.
Read the rest of The
Stack-Up: ‘The Big
Sleep’ online, at the
ndsuspectrum.com
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NDSU: the best of the worst The jury
What this place really has to offer

Delaney Halloran
Opinion Editor

As I write my last
article as Opinion
Editor after roughly
three years with the
gig, I felt I was set with
the daunting task of
summing it all up; the
job, NDSU, Fargo, the
whole deal. The notso-eloquent answer I
ended up with is that
an experience at NDSU
is not some perfect,
idyllic, ivory tower
institutional utopia, but
for what it is and who
is a part of it, in many
ways it’s pretty damn
great.
Forgive what is going
to be a very indulgent
farewell article, but if
you’ve read anything of
mine over the last few
years, then you know
my positive opinions on
this school have been
few and far between
(and I dare say, not
wholly without very
good reason).
For those not keeping
up, NDSU struggles
with
institutional
racism, a student body
president accused of
harassing an increasing
number of women
and an administration
that seems to value
the wishes of its
donors more than the
well-being of its own
students.
Not to mention money
increasingly
seeping
from academics and
professor salaries while
new practice arenas
are being built for the
sports teams. We’re
slowly becoming the

Bison football team’s
sidekick. So I’ll be the
first to say that times
here aren’t great.
But, and here’s the
big BUT, there is much
to value here. You have
to give credit where
credit is due, and many
students at NDSU really,
deeply care. In many
ways, apathy is much
easier than action, but
when NDSU students
see wrong, they often
choose action.
At NDSU, I’ve seen
some of the absolute
worst of bureaucratic
institutions, but I’ve also
seen some of the best of
human excellence and
compassion.
Professors in many
areas are being faced
with budget cuts and
staff reductions, all in
the midst of a pandemic,
and many are treating
their students with
more empathy, more
care and are working
harder despite it.
There are students
inventing,
creating,
writing, 3-D printing
and God knows what
else, all while at a
school known mostly

for
its
agriculture
program. And honestly,
on that note too, I’m
converted because I’ve
seen how agriculture
can be so important and
we go to a school that
values that.
At NDSU, I’ve seen
some of the absolute
worst of bureaucratic
institutions, but I’ve also
seen some of the best
of human excellence
and compassion. To
discount
all
those
individuals who work
so hard and do so much
is, in my opinion, a
mistake. When I say
NDSU is the best of
the worst, I mean to say
that individuals who are
part of the community
seem to make the best
of the worst situations,
again and again.
Looking back at this
job, I can honestly say
that it has taught me
many things. It’s shown
me how to respond
when people send me
threats or try to sue
me (really). It’s shown
me how to handle the
angriest people with
the least evidence for
being so. But more than

anything, it’s shown
me the power of saying
something hard for the
right reasons.
If you care about
something, you don’t
watch
it
struggle,
tarnish and waste away.
Anything unfavorable I
have said about NDSU
has come from a desire
to see this place with so
many good people and
so much potential be
worthy.
I don’t know what the
future of NDSU holds.
It’s not so unlikely
that its reputation and
politically-interested
donors will turn it into a
vacuum of ideas where
Nazi symbols will be
even more accepted
and filled with people
who genuinely think
Big Bird is government
propaganda.
But, if the same
people continue coming
to NDSU that are here
now — these deeply
thoughtful students and
faculty — then I won’t
be worried at all. They
care enough to work to
improve this thing that
matters to them and it
matters to me too.
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The Oxford High School Tragedy
Kilee Blume
Staff Writer

Oxford High School,
I
am
completely
heartbroken for you.
I am heartbroken for
those who were in the
school at the time,
including all students,
teachers and staff. I
can’t imagine the terror
on the parent’s faces
while they received a
call from their child,
the school or the police
department. I just can’t
imagine any of it. It’s
saddening, every single
bit of what happened
to those who were at
Oxford High School.
Ethan
Crumbley,
a 15-year-old who
attended
Oxford
High School has been
charged as an adult
with at least two dozen
crimes,
including
murder,
attempted
murder and terrorism
for the shooting that
tragically happened on
Tuesday, Nov. 30.
Crumbley killed four
students and injured
seven, including a
teacher,
according
to BBC news. Those
who passed included
Tate
Myre,
16,

Madisyn
Baldwin,
17, Hana St. Juliana
and Justin Shilling,
17. This shouldn’t
have happened. These
innocent students were
so young and had so
much to look forward
to.
Tate Myre, who has
been in many Instagram
users’ stories, died in
a local deputy’s care
before the officer could
get him to the hospital,
BBC said. Tate was a
junior and a talented
athlete who had dreams
of football after high
school.
According to CBS,
Tate Myre had said,
“I have been in love
with football since I
was young and always
dreamed of playing
college football. If I
play college football
I will be the hardest
worker on the field and
no matter the situation
in the game I will give
all my effort.” Dreams
taken away too soon.
BBC says 32,000
people have signed
an online petition to
rename the school’s
stadium after Tate. I
am going to have to
go sign this petition;

those whose lives have
been lost need to be
remembered.
Crumbley should be
in prison for the rest of
his life. On Tuesday,
Nov. 30, police first
received calls from
the town of Oxford at
12:51 p.m., and within
minutes, more than 100
calls had been placed to
emergency services.
Police believe that
Crumbly carried the
weapon to school in his
backpack and emerged
from the bathroom
brandishing the gun,
wrote BBC. Along with
this, investigators say
that Crumbley’s father
legally
purchased
a
semi-automatic
gun last week. In
Michigan, there is
no law that requires
gun owners to keep
weapons locked away
from children. Karen
McDonald,
Oakland
County
prosecutor
suggested that there is
more to build a case
on and that the, “...gun
seems to have been just
freely available to that
individual,” from ABC
news.
Why did these parents
have the gun out in the

first place? Why didn’t
these parents realize,
“Oh no, where did my
gun go? I know I left it
in this place but it seems
to be gone.” I don’t
understand. Children
should not have access
to guns and lawmakers
need to change this.
Having
a
semiautomatic gun available
to a minor in the house
should not be an option.
If people are going to
own guns — no matter
what state they live in,
they need to be stored
safely and cannot be
accessible to everyone
and anyone. Imagine
how many scenarios
could
have
been
avoided by doing this?
Keep reading
at ndsuspectrum.com
or scan the QR code
below

has spoken
in the Kyle
Rittenhouse
trial

Continued from Front
Cover
in the head. Rittenhouse
then ran with at least
a dozen members of
the crowd in pursuit.
In the video you could
hear one person yell,
“That’s the shooter.”
Rittenhouse
then
tripped, fell and shot
two
more
people
who were chasing
him, Anthony Huber
who died, and Gaige
Grosskreutz, who was
shot in the arm, but
survived.”
I understand that some
people will be angered,
but the jury has spoken.
They went off of the
facts and these are the
results. I am sure that
everyone from Kenosha
or anyone who owned
a business in Kenosha
was grateful for Kyle
standing up for them
and their businesses.
This case ended the
right way. It followed
with
the
second
amendment.
On the last day of
the trial, Rittenhouse
pleaded not guilty to
first degree reckless
homicide, first degree
intentional homicide,
attempted first degree
intentional homicide
and two counts of
first degree reckless
endangerment,
according
to
The
New York Times.
If Rittenhouse was
convicted, he would
have life in prison.
This is a huge case for
those who agree with
the second amendment,
“The right for people to
keep and bear arms.”
I think it is very brave
and patriotic what
Rittenhouse was doing
for the people and
businesses of Kenosha,
however I think he
should have read into
the rules of carrying a
weapon as a minor.
Rittenhouse
was

defending
himself;
personally if someone
was chasing me down,
trying to kill me and I
had a gun, I probably
would shoot them too.
So I’m going to have
to say, I’m with Kyle
and his team on this
one. He was trying to
protect himself and the
good people around
him, while others were
trying to kill him. This
case was done the
correct way, the second
amendment. Kyle was
trying to protect himself
and he had the right to
have a gun, although
there was an issue with
him being a minor.
According to NPR,
the
White
House
released a statement
from President Biden
saying, “[The verdict]
will
leave
many
Americans
feeling
angry and concerned,
myself included...we
must
acknowledge
that the jury has
spoken.” Biden urged
people to refrain from
violence and property
destruction and said
he
had
contacted
Wisconsin’s governor
to offer “support and
any assistance needed
to ensure public safety.”
I understand that some
people will be angered,
but the jury has spoken.
They went off of the
facts and these are the
results. I am sure that
everyone from Kenosha
or anyone who owned
a business in Kenosha
was grateful for Kyle
standing up for them
and their businesses.
This case ended the
right way. It followed
with
the
second
amendment. The only
issue is Kyle having a
gun under age. The jury
has spoken and these
are the results.

WOMEN! & MEN!
Please only have sex
with the person you
are Married to and
plan to live the rest
of your life with...
( commit and help
stop abortions,
divorces and std's )

If you are involved
in an unplanned
pregnancy -

We want
to help.

Contact: listoptions@gmail.com
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Child marriage in America
The problem you never knew about
Abigail Faulkner
Staff Writer

Trigger warning:
this article contains
content that includes
sexual abuse of minors.
If this is an issue that
you find triggering I
would encourage you
to use your discretion
in deciding if this is the
right article for you.
If you did just want
to read about the laws
and what we can do to
change them skip to the
section entitled “What’s
wrong with the Laws”
and read from there.
For my final project
in one of my social
work classes, I was
assigned a nine to
ten-page paper on an
issue of a minority in
America that is often
overlooked. I am sure
this last week, this
week and this coming
week you also have
many
assignments
of
similar
length.
And while I at
times go for the easiest
quickest way to get an A,
meaning choosing the
easiest possible topic.
This time however
I deviated from my

norm. Instead I choose
a topic near to my
heart: child marriage.
Children’s
rights
and children’s rights
advocacy is actually
one of the main reasons
why I choose social
work as a major. I
am passionate about
kids. But instead of
publishing my 2600page paper, I thought
I could condense it
down here and spread
some
awareness
about
this
issue.
What
is
it?
First of all, child
marriage?
Child
marriage is defined
as the marriage of
any person or persons
below the age of 18.
Child
marriage
is not an issue only
in America. This is
a global issue and a
violation of human
rights according to
United Nations Human
Rights. Even though
we are statistically
the worst country or
region with this issue,
that doesn’t mean we
are excused from being
part of the solution.
What
does
it
look
like?

It’s stories like that
of Sherry Johnson,
who, at 10, was raped
and impregnated by her
church deacon. To avoid
a messy criminal case
was quickly married to
her rapist and abuser.
“Sherry’s family took
her to nearby Pinellas
County where the
judge issued a marriage
license
with
full
knowledge that Sherry
was just 11 years-old”
Who does it happen to
It can affect anyone
in any walk of life but
that does not mean
that it doesn’t affect
some groups more than
others. For example,
girls are far more
likely to be married
young than boys, girls
of color more likely
than girls of white
non-hispanic descent.
Many people also don’t
know that the group
most at risk in terms of
age is between 15-18.
One study found that
the group most at risk
was girls of American
Indians with 14.2
for every 1000 girls
married young. To kind
of put these numbers
in perspective, a study

entitled State Are
Failing our Children:
an Analysis of child
marriage laws in the
United States reported
that
“[between]
2000 and 2015, an
alarming
200,000
children married in
the United States”.
What
are
the
consequences?
That’s a lot of
kids. But why does it
matter? Who cares that
these kids are getting
married young? What
about the high school
sweethearts or the
18-year-old girls that
feel genuine affection
for men twice their age?
Well, the problem
is that getting married
young,
especially
forced
marriage
has been linked to
disastrous physical and
mental health effects
for the minor involved.
Girlsnotbrides.org says
on their website that,
“Globally, girls married
before the age of 15 are
almost 50% more likely
to have experienced
either physical or
sexual intimate partner
violence than those
married after 18”.

Now Hiring
Variety Editor

as the goal is often to
convince victims to
agree to sexual abuse.
Girls who marry
young also have it
much worse if they get
pregnant,
especially
if they fall pregnant
before they finish
high school. Many
are left without an
education and remain
financially dependent
on
their
partner.
Girls
that
are
minors also can’t go to
domestic abuse shelters
because they can be
considered runaways.
Minors can not apply
for a divorce because
contracts with minors
are not valid except
for a marriage license.
Keep reading from
What is wrong with
the laws
at ndsuspectrum.com
or scan the QR code
below

Application
Deadline

for the 2022 Spring semester!
Sports Editor

Other
negative
effects
of
child
marriage
include
premature pregnancy,
childbearing
and
pregnancy-related
death,
infant
mortality,
sexually
transmitted infections,
social isolation and
prohibitions
from
attending
school
or finding a job.
Being
married
young also makes
your marriage 70-80%
more likely to fail. I
would also argue that
a link can be made to
predatory
behavior.
When an older man
seeks out younger girls,
it is often an indicator
of predatory behavior.
Grooming is one of
these aforementioned
predatory
behaviors
and is defined by RAIN
as,
“Manipulative
behaviors that the
abuser uses to gain
access to a potential
victim, coerce them to
agree to the abuse, and
reduce the risk of being
caught.”
Grooming
and child marriage are
issues that go handin-hand. Both are
pedophilic in nature,

Monday, December 13th

Marketing Executive

Circulation Manager

To apply scan the corresponding QR code above, for more information contact office.manager@ndsuspectrum.com or
visit our office on the second floor of the memorial union, next to the gallery.
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All good things...thank you NDSU

Now someone else gets the be the one that’s five minutes late to every staff meeting
Ian Longtin
Sports Editor

I remember sitting
in the Sevrinson Hall
dorm, room 208, my
freshman year here
at NDSU, trying to
find the exact way to
word the email I was
about to send. By that
time, I think I had only
been going to my very
first college classes
for a day or two, and
probably had yet to
send an email from my
NDSU account.
The email was to
the Taylor Schloemer,

the then sports editor
at The Spectrum, and
naturally the owner
of the email account
for the sports section.
I sent the email,
explaining who I was,
why I wanted to write
for the sports section
and if it was possible
for me to join the staff.
Thankfully,
Taylor
got back to me very
quickly, and within a
week I had written my
first article.
Full disclosure, the
article was not very
good. I was covering a
home volleyball game,

and at yet to discover
how to craft an easy,
enjoyable article for
readers. I am sure it’s
still in The Spectrum
website archives (or in
a four-year old physical
copy of the paper at my
parent’s house) if you
want to go read it and
critique me. However,
if you do, go kind on
young 18 year-old Ian,
he was trying his best.
Fast forward three
and a half years and a
billion articles later,
and I find myself
here, writing my last
piecework
as
the

current sports editor
for the paper. My three
years as an editor here
at the paper have been a
blast. It dawned on me
how long I have been
in this position when
early this fall Andrew
Haugland, one of the
more seasoned sports
staff members sent
me a message saying,
“I thought your old
ass graduated.” Not
yet Andrew, you were
stuck with me for one
more semester.
I got to meet and get
to know so many sweet
people working for

the paper. I’m going
to miss being able to
see the sports writers
that would come on
staff grow and develop
with each article they
wrote. I am going to
miss the little chats I
would have with our
receptionist
Pauline
every time I walked
into The Spectrum
office. I am going to
miss the free food
offered in the press box
at home Bison football
games.
I love sports, and I
loved writing for the
sports section for these

past few years. My goal
when I started was not
just to become a better
writer, but to try and
leave this position and
the paper as good, if
not better than it was
when I got here.
If you happened to
wander upon and read
any of my thoughts
and feelings regarding
the world of sports
during my time he, I
hope you enjoyed them
as much as I enjoyed
writing them. Stay
cool everyone, and go
Bison.

The college football coaching carousel

Premier programs make big splashes in flurry of head coaching hires
chance of occurring. beat the Saints, 76.5% the Seahawks, 22.5%
Dallas Korelc
Staff Writer

Finally, 12 games into
the season the Detroit
Lions were able to
notch their first win of
the season. That gives
them a record of 1-101 so far this season.
Any reasonable person
would say that the
Lions have no chance to
make the playoffs. But
even though it might
not seem like it, the
Lions mathematically
have a shot to get the
7th seed in the NFC.
Here is everything that
would need to happen,
and how likely it is to
happen. Percentages
are based on ESPN’s
Football Power Index.

Week 14

The Lions need to beat
the Broncos, 23.7%
chance of occurring.
The Steelers need to
beat the Vikings, 37.4%
chance of occurring.
The Chargers need to
beat the Giants, 76.4%

The Jets need to
beat the Saints, 29%
chance of occurring.
The Bengals need to
beat the 49ers, 48.1%
chance of occurring.
The Panthers need to
beat the Falcons, 67.6%
chance of occurring.
The Cowboys need
to beat the Football
Team, 62.8% chance of
occurring.

Week 15

The Lions need to beat
the Cardinals, 19.5%
chance of occurring.
The Bills need to beat
the Panthers, 79.5%
chance of occurring.
The Eagles need to beat
the Football Team, 63%
chance of occurring.
The Cowboys need to
beat the Giants, 63.8%
chance of occurring.
The Falcons need to
beat the 49ers, 22%
chance of occurring.
The Rams need to beat
the Seahawks, 68.8%
chance of occurring.
The Buccaneers need to

chance of occurring.
The Bears need to beat
the Vikings, 38.5%
chance of occurring.

Week 16

The Lions need to
beat the Falcons, 38%
chance of occurring.
The Titans need to
beat the 49ers, 51.1%
chance of occurring.
The Dolphins need to
beat the Saints, 41.6%
chance of occurring.
The Eagles need to
beat the Giants, 62.2%
chance of occurring.
The Buccaneers need
to beat the Panthers,
73.1%
chance
of
occurring.
The
Rams need to beat
the Vikings, 57.2%
chance of occurring.
The Seahawks need to
beat the Bears, 70.4%
chance of occurring.
The Cowboys need
to beat the Football
Team, 72.2% chance of
occurring.

chance of occurring.
The Bills need to beat
the Falcons, 85.9%
chance of occurring.
The Texans need to
beat the 49ers, 11.1%
chance of occurring.
The Giants need to
beat the Bears, 48.4%
chance of occurring.
The Eagles need to
beat
the
Football
Team, 50.9% chance
of occurring. The
Packers need to beat
the Vikings, 65.6%
chance of occurring.
The Panthers and the
Saints need to tie, 0.3%
chance of occurring.

Staff Writer

Every
Fourth
of
July people all over
the country flock to
Coney Island, or their
television to watch the
annual Nathan’s Hot
Dog Eating Contest.
The contest which
features 20 of the best
eaters in the country, all
attempt to eat as many
hot dogs as he or she
can in 10 minutes.
While hot dog eating
contests might seem
like niche sport. The
sport has started to
become increasingly
popular as professional
eating has become
more
mainstream.
The people who are
participants in the
contest are known as
“professional eaters”.
The contest is put on
every
Independence
Day
by
Nathan’s
Famous
hot
dogs
and restaurants and
has
historically
been located at the

company’s locations
on the corner of Surf
and Stillwell avenues
in Brooklyn, New York
City, although it was
held at an alternative
venue in 2019 and 2020
due to the COVID-19
pandemic. The famous
hot dog eating contest
has been around since
the late 1960s and has
been the pinnacle of
professional
eating
since its inception.
Winners of the contest
in both the men’s and
women’s
divisions
receive the “Mustard
Belt” trophies. Joey
“Jaws”
Chestnut
currently reigns as the
2021 men’s champion.
Chestnut won the
contest breaking his
previous record with
a total of 76 hot dogs
and buns. Chestnut has
won the contest a total
of 14 times during his
professional
eating
career, including six
finishes with over 70
hot dogs eaten.
The women’s “Mustard

The Lions need to
beat the Packers, 22.5%
chance of occurring.
The Buccaneers need
to beat the Panthers,
81.3%
chance
of
occurring. The Saints
need to beat the
Falcons, 59.5% chance
of occurring. The
Week 17
Giants need to beat the
The Lions need to beat Football Team, 50.8%

Belt” is held by
Michelle Lesco who
ate 30.75 hot dogs and
buns. Lesco is currently
ranked the number
nine eater in the world
in both the men’s and
women’s divisions.
While
many
professional athletes
remain notorious for
their
meta-human
speed or strength. These
athletes are famous
for something entirely
different and often a
very difficult thing to
do. Professional eaters
are as much of an
athlete as a baseball
player.
Many
professional
eater’s
undergo
training much like any
other athlete, although
their training routines
are very different. A
professional basketball
may train his or her
shoulders and legs,
while a professional
eater often undergoes
training their jaws and
stomachs.
According
to
a

chances are of this
happening. The chance
the Lions make the
playoffs this year is
0.0000000000021%.
So, despite the chance
being there, this would
be one of the most
unlikely things to
happen in all of sports,
ever. But that won’t
stop me from dreaming
about a legendary
Lions postseason run.

Week 18

Competitive eating at Coney Island
Andrew Haugland

chance of occurring.
The Vikings need to
beat the Bears, 68.2%
chance of occurring.
The Cardinals need
to beat the Seahawks,
73.9%
chance
of
occurring. The Rams
need to beat the 49ers,
61.5%
chance
of
occurring.
Basically, the purpose
of this story is to tell
you how slim the

Wikimedia commons| Photo Courtesy

A Fourth of July themed sports story to prep
you for Winter break

Menshealth.com article
training often requires
months of training;
Gordan Hazzard said
in order to train for the
contest it requires, “...
drinking large volumes
of water (two gallons)
in a short period of
time (ten minutes).”
Lesco said her training
involves, “...waking up
and hitting the gym and
eating lots of salads.”
While the contests
aren’t necessarily the
most popular of athletic
events in the United
States.
The
sport
has started to reach
the public eye after
popular
contestants
like Chestnut and the
Japanese
champion
Takeru
Kobayashi.
Kobayashi remains a
six-time champion of
the Nathan’s Famous
contest. He reigned
as the champion from
2001-06.
The governing body
which provides eaters
for
the
Nathan’s
Famous
hot
dog

eating contest is Major
League Eating. The
MLE has created an
entirely new kind of
an athlete. While the
hot dog eating portion
of the MLE is the
most popular there
are also a variety
of other pro eating
events. According to
Majorleagueeating.
com,
“Major
League Eating holds
approximately
70
events annually.” The

most recent contest
was the second annual
Fat
Boy’s
Pizza
Eating Championship.
Contestants had to eat
as many Fat Boy’s twofoot pizza slices as they
could in ten minutes.
Geoff Esper took home
the crown with fourand-five-eights slices,
Chestnut took second
with four-and-a-half.

Flickr | Photo Courtesy
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Bison vs. Bucs in Saturday
morning quarterfinals battle

The first matchup between NDSU and ETSU comes in the FCS playoffs

Ian Longtin

Sports Editor

After
trouncing
Southern Illinois in
the second round last
Saturday, the Bison
football team prepares
for East Tennessee State
to come to town in the
FCS quarterfinals. The
Buccaneers,
hailing
from the Southern
Conference, pulled off
a miracle one-point
victory over Kennesaw
State last Saturday after
scoring 15 minutes
in the game’s final 90
seconds.
The win brought
ETSU to their highest
single season win total
in school history. Their
reward? A trip to the
Fargo dome to take on
a Bison team who just
beat the brakes off a
pretty good Saluki’s
squad.
However, the Bison
will do well to night
take the Bucs lightly.
After all this is one of,
if not the best team in
ETSU history, and with
only eight teams left
standing in the country,
there are no easy
matchups.
On the top of the
Herd’s to do list heading
into Saturday will be
to stop Walter Payton
Award finalist Quay
Holmes. Holmes has
put together one of the
best individual seasons

in program history. The
dual-threat
running
back has shredded FCS
defenses to a tune of
nearly 2000 total yards
and 20 touchdowns.
However,
as
unstoppable as Holmes
has been, the Bison
defense has proven
they can be the unit
to slow him down.
Code-green continued
their dominant season
against
Southern
Illinois allowing just
seven points. One
of NDSU’s biggest
strengths is making
their opponent onedimensional, so if the
Herd can force ETSU
into obvious pass
situations it will mean
less opportunities for
Holmes to make an
impact.
Other
way
the
Bison can slow down
Holmes is to keep the
Buccaneers offense off
the field all together.
Per usual, the Bison
were miles ahead of
Southern Illinois in

the time of possession
battle.
The
Herd
torched the Saluki’s
for 389 rushing yards,
and didn’t put the ball
on the ground despite
a whopping 62 rushing
attempts.
However, if the
Bison don’t find a way
to replicate last week’s
ground game success,
the game may fall on
the right shoulder of
Bison quarterback Cam
Miller. Miller has done
his job since taking over
the starting job under
center. With a defense
and ground game as
good as the Bison have,
Miller’s job has been
to keep the ball out of
harm’s way, convert a
handful of third down
conversions and hit the
occasional deep shot.
If Miller and the
Bison passing attack
can continue to do
enough to support their
ground game, NDSU
should find themselves
in the semifinals once
again.

The college football
playoff field is set
Continued from Front Cover
The Bearcats locked
in their Playoff spot
after a 35-20 win over
Houston in the AAC
Championship Game.
They also got some help
from Baylor who beat
fifth-ranked Oklahoma
State in the Big 12
Championship Game.
This is a big
opportunity
for
Cincinnati as some
people believe that a
non-power five school
shouldn’t have the
chance to compete
for a national title.
They can silence the

haters if they knock
off the best college
football program of
the last decade-plus.
Michigan is coming
into the Playoff as hot
as a team can be. They
have won five straight
games, while coming
off two massive wins.
They beat their rival
Ohio State, and then
followed it up with
a dominant 42-3 win
over Iowa in the Big 10
Championship Game.
Georgia spent the
season as the best team
in college football

by a wide margin, as
they didn’t give up
more than 17 points
all year until giving up
41 to Alabama in the
SEC
Championship
game.
Now
they
find
themselves
going up against a
red-hot
Michigan
team that can match
them
defensively.
With the matchups
set for New Year’s Eve,
this year’s College
Football
Playoff
has the makings to
be an exciting one.

Gobearcats.com| Photo Courtesy
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This Month’s Book Oﬀer!
If you are interested in a copy of this book, please
text Darrel Lindensmith at 701-391-9131

I will have a copy for you at the Book Table next time we
are there by Caribou in the Student Memorial Building.

Porn Study Busts, Past & Present
In his 2020 book The Freedom Fight,
sexual addiction counselor Ted Shimer
reports on a 1980s study showing
correlations between the amount of
porn subjects viewed and their
attitudes related to the value of women.
Differences between the “No Exposure”
and “Massive Exposure” groups were
stark, including responses related to
support for women’s rights

(71 percent versus 25 percent) and
recommended prison sentences for
rape (twelve years versus six years).
Why would Shimer include 1980s
data in a 2020 publication? He
notes that a more recent study in
2013 had to be cancelled because
the research professor could not
find one man in his twenties who
had never looked at porn.
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